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STAFF ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

If you were unable to attend the meeting on June 6th you have an opportunity to view the PowerPoint.  
The handouts format of 6 color slides per page was scanned so you will need to enlarge it for better 
viewing.

It's title is "Accomplishments 2005 - 2006."  It is located in Documents, in the folder labeled #4.  It can be 
viewed until the end of August. 

ADDENDUMS DUE:

Reminder from the Provost's Office (originally sent out to all faculty on 5/12/06):

To All Faculty:

If you have not completed your addendum, please do so by June 30, 2006. 
This notice is being sent to all Faculty, even those who already have a draft
copy in the database, in case you would like to edit what you've previously
entered. Addenda will remain in draft form until the Provost's Office submits
them. Submission will be completed by the Provost's Office after June 30, 
2006.

CLASSES FOR JUNE:  Please register using the link below.

All sessions require supervisor approval. To register, please fax a completed course 
registration  form to Pat Lore at 2-2414.  

The registration form may be downloaded by clicking on the blue letters above or from :

http://naples.cc.sunysb.edu/Admin/HRSForms.nsf/aac30a50eebe3a8185256a6f004b0a
84/7c48757ce9aedf9a85256a8d004b4293?OpenDocument

WHERE, OH WHERE, HAS OUR FOOD SERVICE GONE ?

By now you have figured out you need to walk to the SAC to get your cup o' joe.  And a hearty lunch is not 
to be found in the Library vending machines.  In the galleria, there will be a new food operation set up with 
new equipment and counters installed - maybe even running water.  It is supposed to open by the start of 
the fall semester according to Kevin Kelly, Executive Director FSA.  



JUNIOR FACULTY RETREAT :  (written by Susan Lieberthal + William Glenn)

(This is the introductory part of the report; for the complete text go to share file 
Library_Staff, then to folder Junior Faculty.)
The Stony Brook University Libraries Junior Faculty Retreat took place at the Child’s Mansion, 
Tuesday, May 30, 2006.  Aimee DeChambeau, William Glenn and Susan Lieberthal were the 
organizing committee.  After coffee and set-up time, a full morning of presentations and posters 
ensued.  Everyone attending gave a presentation or displayed a poster.  After lunch, most of the 
attendees braved the mud and mosquitoes to walk through the salt marsh.  It was very beautiful 
and the weather was fine.  In the afternoon, William moderated a discussion on the role of junior 
faculty in the strategic planning process.  This was a productive and enjoyable discussion (see 
recommendations below in description of the Moderated Discussion.) 

Everyone filled out the online evaluation form about the retreat.  This, in itself, shows the 
commitment of the group to their work, colleagues and profession.  Attendees rated all aspects of 
the day, and here are the results in order of popularity:

Moderated discussion (10)
Presentations (8)
Socializing (7)
Venue (6)
Posters (5)
Recreational time (hike) (3)
Day off (1)
Food (1)

As you can see the Junior Faculty is a bunch of workaholic librarians!  It is clear that as a group 
the Junior Faculty is deeply engaged in thinking about how the library can be a better place.  
Attendees also worked hard to provide knowledge of their specific field to their colleagues and 
enjoyed each other’s company very much.  Having a retreat offsite, especially at the beautiful 
Child’s Mansion, enhanced our ability to get the most out of the day.

  


